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CI-iAPI'ER. 2--STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In the previous chapter, I attempted to state the underlying reasons for the 

present study. These reasons are, however, very general in character, and it is 

thus necessary to bring them into much sharper focus. The overall proble1;1 is 

clear, namely, how to improve mathematics teaching in cross-cultural situations. 

But this problem, thus stated, is too vague to al low fruitful investigation. 

Thus in this chapter, I will state, as precisely as possible, two general 

problems, and then suggest subdivisions of these_prbblems which are suitable for 

detailed study. The first general problem is the preliminary question of deter

mining the basic areas of mathematical and logical thought to be studied. The 

second general problem is that of obtaining specific information about a culture 

ia order to understand the role of pre-fflathematical and pre-logical thought in 

that culture. 

a. Basic Areas of }1a.thernatical and Logical Thought 

This problem is of great importance to the present study, since it will show 

us a direction in which to go .. Thus it is fortunate that mucl1 of the work in this 

area has already been done by those concerned to set up rational syllabi for ele

mentary mathematics instruction. This study thus can draw upon the fruits of these 

previous investigations, in order to have basic information upon which to base its 

study of pre-mathematical and pre-logical thought. In this enterprise, tl e tradi

tional division of mathematics into arithmetic, geometry, logic an~ ap~lied mathe

matics h-,,s been followed. 

(1) Definition of mathematics 

Before going into each of these specific areas, however, it is important that 
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we have a working definition of mathematics itself. To this end, we state that 

mathematics is the deductive investigation, with predictive consequences, of quan

titative models representing human fields of attention. This definition deserves 

a ½rief explanation at this point, a.swell as detailed exposition in the course 

of the study. 

In the first place, mathematics is concerned with human fields of attention, 

at least in its beginning stages. It is true that ma~ematics soon constructs 

its abstract edifice and leaves human experience far behind, hut the edifice is 

always constructed from materials which have analogues in human experience. The 

term 'field of attention' refers to the fact that an experience has a form as well 

as a content. Mathematics, of course, is more concerned with the form than it is 

with the content. 

In the second place, mathematics makes use of quantitative models which re-

2resent these fields of attei1tion. Detailed investigation of fields of attention 

will show that a certain value-scale is always implied by the manner in which we 

view a given field of attention. Such a value-scale is subject to numeration, since 

it is linear and ordered, and this numeration is a quantitative model, which thus 

represenw the field of attention. 

In the third place, mathematics is a deductive investigation. In ma.thema

tics, the qua.ntit&tive model representing the field of attention is subject to 

manipulation, using certain syntactical procedures present in the language and 

culture. These procedures in western mathematics normally reduce to deductive 

logic, when they are carried out in full detail, although most often in practice 

many of the steps in a full proof are omitted. 

Finally, the deductive investigation of the quantitative models representing 

human fields of attention has predictive consequences. The consequences which are 

drawn, using these standardized procedures, from the models have themselves ref-
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erence to fields of attention. When, therefore, these consequences are applied 

to fields of attention, they are said to be valid consequences when they fit 

the fields of attention pioperly, and otherwise invalid, This is the predictive aa

,1ect of matheoatics, since in this way we can :,1ake additional stater,ents about the 

stuff of reality. Strictly speaking, of course, the a1rplication of the consequences 

of ,,iathematical derivation to elements of experience from which the original state

ments were drawn is applied mathematics. Pure mathematics is content to draw the 

deductive consequences without testing their applicability. However, we must be 

concerned in this study with both areas: pure mathematics and applied mathematics, 

(2) Arithmetic 

It is not necessary here to specify in detail those aspects of elementary 

arithmetic which are to be explored. Too detailed an exposition of that subject 

would be only an outline of the curriculum of mathematics in the primary school. 

Broadly speaking, we must explore operations on sets, whole numbers, place values, 

inequality and order, o~erations on whole numbers, fractions, operations on 

fractions, negative numbers and operations on negative numbers. 

It is important to determine the presence or absence of aspects in each of 

these subjects within the culture being studied, And, where a concept is present, 

it is important to lmow the degree to which it is present. It is to be expected, 

of course, that many of these concepts will be present in limited ways or under 

special forms. 

(3) Geometry 

In the same way as in the J)revious case, we can give only the general out

line of geometric concepts whidh interest us. In the first place, we are con

cerned with recognition of and operation with simple geometrical shapes, such 
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as t1,e triangle, circle, rectangle, straight line, and so forth. In the second 

place, we a.re interested in the application of numerical value saales to these 

shapes, whether in measurement or in counting. Third, we are interested in the 

use of geometrical figures as Qodels for other mathematical and physical situations. 

As before, we must do a detailed study to evaluate the presence and use of 

these various conce~ts in the culture. In particular, we must use experiments 

which enable us to compare various cultures with respect to the use of these 

concepts. 

(4) Logic 

In the field of logic, we are interested primarily in two things: how propo

sitions are constructed from simple terms, and how propositions are joined together 

to fiorm arguments. This information can be obtained through a study of mathemati

cal operations or, more generally, through observation of argumentation and in

ference in every-day situations. 

In each case, we are concerned }>articularly with the logical connectives 

which are used. The connectives which are im;:iortant to )resent-day logical 

theory are the following: 'and,' 'or,' 'implies,' 'equivalent,' 'not.' In 

certain cases these connectives are used to state ,ropositions which are constn1cted 

out of simple terms. In other cases they are used to connect propositions into 

coherent arguments. 

(5) Applied mathematics 

In this subject we are interested in the ways in which ::>redictive conclusions 

can be drawn from mathematical statements. For instance, we wish to know how 

mathematical reasoning is used in trading and marketing, in house-building, in 
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games, and in household budgeting. I~ general, we r:mst find those areas where 

mathematics is apt;)lied and is useful to the peolle. 

b. Areas of Dre-rna theraatical and ')re_::).ogical thought 

The rough outline given above mal'.es possible a detailed statement of the 

places within the culture of the learner where we can exnect to find behavior 

relevant to his learning of mathematics. We see above four eeneral disciplines

aai thmetic, ,r;eometry, lo 6ic, and a/;Jlied mathematics--which he will encounter in 

the early stages of :ds contact with western mathematics. He is prepared for this 

study, or hindered from it, because of elements within his own culture. 

In Chapter 1, we stated that there are four general 1)roblem areas wherein 

difficulties are likely to arise. These are linguistics, anthropology, r1sychology 

and education. In this section, we will attempt an analysis of ;)re-mathematical 

and j_)re-logical thought within each of these four areas. In every case, we will 

call attention to specific questions which research should attempt to answer. 

These questions s;,ould, of course, be answered both for the culture out of which 

mathematics and logic, as formal disciplines, have grown, and for the cultures of 

those ·who are learning mathematics. 

(1) Linguistic 

There are three basic rroblems of a linguistic character which must be con

sidered: how are fields of attention described, how are propositions constructed, 

and how are propositions connect~ into coherent arguments. For each of these 

problems, we can make certain general statements which will help in the analysis 

of the _problem within a particular culture group. 'l'hese statements are, of course, 

only tentative since they may be proved irrelevant by the study as it progresses. 
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A hypothetical structure must be assumed in order for inquiry to begin, but the 

structure must be subject to continuous mo!ification as new evidence is presented. 

(a) How are fields of attention described? The first question concerns the 

description of fields of attention. In this discussion, we understand by a field 

of attention that to which the observer is paying attention, including anything that 

is, from his point of view, under observation, and excluding whatever he does not 

notice. It ma.y be, of course, that another observer 'Who is noting the same situa

tion may observe a different field of attention, because of his different perspec-

tive or different preparation. For ex.ample, if a city person and a.n experienced 

hunter walk together on the same trail, the city dweller will 

those signs of animals ,J1ich the experienced hunter sees, even 

simply not notice 
• ~ey 

thoughYare theore-

tically within his range. Thus the field of attention is described from the point 

of view of t:i:1e observer himself, and his word with respect to it is final. 

A preliminary analysis of the structure of fields of attention indicates that 

there are five elements 1)resent, even though not always verbalized, in every obser-

vation. They are the following: the content or stuff out of which the field of 

attention is made; the form or presentation of the content, that is, the way in 

which the stuff is displayed; the aspect of the presentation which is considered; 

the measure which is imposed on the aspect; ancl t:ie value of the J.;easure. Ten ta-

ti .,-el:,:, it seen.is probable that every field of attention has }Jresent i,1 it each of 

these elements. Moreover, it is possiale that the huma;1 mind imposes these cate-

gories by the very process of observing. 

Several exam_[Jles may serve to explain these five structural element:::, of a 

field of attention. For L1stance, if the field of attention consists of people, 

these people may foi-m a group. Morevver, we may consider the group of people ac-
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cording to number, and we may count by units. If we do so, we may report that 

there are seven peo_ple pre::;ent. In this case, the content is people, the presen

tation is a group, the aspect is number, the 1.ieasure is wii t, and the value is 

seven. For another instance, if the field of attention consists of water, the 

water may be in a bottle. We may be concerned with the volume of the water, and 

we r,1ay measure by pints, reporting that there are two pints ia the bottle. Here 

the content is water, the presentation is a bottle, the aspect is volume, the 

measure is pint, and the number is two. For another example, the content may be 

rWilling, the presentation a race, the aspect speed, the :,,easure miles per hour, 

and the value twenty. 

The problem is to classify the ways the culture has of reporting the fields 

of attention which are experienced by individuals within the culture. The names 

given to the content will make up an experience.-centered dictionary of culturally 

useful and meaningful iaaterials. More significant for us, however, a.re the names 

given to presentation, aspect, measure and value. We will find certain general 

terms in each of these categories, and we will find that we can organize anc:. 

classify the content names within these categories. For instance, we find in Eng

lish a fundamental split between countable and non-countable names, and we find 

tlu.t tll.is split affects all five categories: content, presentation, aspect, mea-

sure an<l value. 

One classificr.,tion which will result fro1" this study is the classification 

into more and less general terms. For instance, the word 1tree 1 is more general 

than the word 1mahogany~ and the word 'set*is more general than the word'congrega

tion'. The classification of terms will parallel the taxonomic distinctions of, 

for example, botany, into genera, species and other categories. Such a classifi-
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cation is inherent in the language, and. can be determined by purely linguistic 

techniques, and is clec1.rly 11re-illathematical and pre-logical in character. 

In our classification of terms descriptive of fields of attention, we must 

consider fields of attention at first without any restriction on the content, and 

deturmine the most general tenis for reporting the content and structure of any 

field of attention. We must then successively restrict the content, as well as 

structure, of the field of attention, in order to find successively more limited 

terminologies. Ve must then attempt to state :bhe role of these various termino

logies in pre-ma themc1.tical anc! pre-logical behavior. Thus, for instA.I1ce, we find 

in fuglish that the term 'set', which is on the second level of generality as a 

presentation-word, since it refers only to countable fields of attention, is a 

term of great importance in the development of mathematics. 

(b) How are propositions constructed? The second basic linguistic question 

concerning pre-matl-iematical and pre-logical bet1avior takes up the matter of how 

ten1s, which themselves are descriptive of fields of attentio·t, are organized into 

propositions. A proposition is a st,1.tement w;,ich either affirms or denies, and is 

limited to one sentence. We will consider in the ne~:t section how propositions 

are organized into arguments, and thus the limitation to one sentence for a propo

sition is useful and meaningful. 

A few preliminary rei:mrks can be m;i,de about the nature of -}roposi tions, re

mn,rks wlticb may he applicable to alfangu.ages. Of course, these general re1nc1,rks 

may be proved wrong by examples drawn from languages outside the present study, in 

which case modifications are necrssary in the generalizations underlying these re

marks. The first such remark is that propositions are constructed out of more 

elementary terms, some of which are descriptive of fields of attention, .-tt1h~ others 
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hav2 an organizll.tional function, am".. still others combine both 

ort;;anizfl,tional aml descripti vc functions. Tlms all the terms w.dch are descriptive 

of fields of attention can enter into propositions, wlwre sor10 may serve a purely 

descriptive function, while others also perform an orga,1iza.tional function. "\·,e 

must therefore sta-to of such terms what roles they play in propositions. We must 

also locate a:1J. st·i.Le t:10se terins in propositions w~iicll are ,urel,:; organizational 

i,1 ci1c1,racter. 

The second remark is t'.t'.,.t propositions caa be atomic or molecular. An ator,;ic 

proposition assert:c< sor:ieti1ing to oe true of tlw content of a field of attention. 

The co:,tent of t::.e fielc.. of attentio:t is called the subject of the atomic proposi-

tion, and depends, as hefore, strictly on the poLt of view of the perceiver. Th~1.t 

wl1ich is affirmed of the co.ate .. t of the field of attention is called the predicate, 

which also depends ori tl1e point of view of t:,e perceiver. The predicate of the 

proposition may assert so11iething true within the given field of attention, or may 

rel·~te that field of attention to another field of attention. 

The predicate of a sir,1ple proposition may be sir.1ple or crn•~ple~'., depending 

on whether one or more attributes are asserted of the subject. The portions of a 

Coli:plex predicate ca:i ue connected in a number of different wa;,,s, and it is impor-

I 

tant to list and classify these connectiv£S for a given language. So:-1e of them 

coordinate attributes of the same class, while others correlate attributes of dif-

fer .. ·nt classes. 

The molecular proposition is a proposition whid1 has R.t least one cor.1plete 

atomic proposition as a unified, proper, sub-portion of itself. This sub-propo-

sition is thus modified as a whole within the molecular proposition. It may be 

the only sub-proposition within the molecular proposition, as in the case where 
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an atomic propositioll is negated. Or it may be one of two or more atomic sub

propositions, as in the cases when the logical connectLes 'and', 'or', 'im:_olies' 

or 'equivalent' are used. We mu;:;t study what logicc1l connectives are used in a 

given language, anrl classify them in a way whic;" is proper to that language. 

1'he third rem,,r:,. is that propositions are custo::arily st··.ted to be true or 

false. In order to determiile the truth-value of lo<~ical connectives, we must note 

the truth-values of selected. atomic proposition,, as well as the trut'._-values of 

molecular propositions which can be formed fro,,: them, and fro1,: this information 

find any regula,ri ties w,1ich may a 1pear. If the connecti 'e displays a different 

pattern of truth-values depending on the coHtents of the atomic propositions, then 

we say that the connective does not have truth-functional value. The connectives 

w;:,ich are most significn.nt for pre-mathematical and pre-lo/•:ical thought are, of 

course, those w'.;ich have truth-functional value, since they behave in a consistent 

and formally predictive fashion. 

From these remarks concerning the construction of pro;)ositions, and their 

verific tion and a,xplification fo.,· a given language, i11uch can be learned which 

will sug_;;est ways to organize the learning process. It is not possible, for exam

ple, for a student to lear .. if he is forced to use propositional fo1111s which do not 

appear in his langua.ge, or wl~ich do not have the same truth-functional v, lue in 

his langua!co'e. Moreover, if 11ew: p,1.tterns must :)e taught, which are not present in 

the learner's langua.ge, then the bridges wi1ich cross t,i.is ,:;ap must be built, usinc 

proposition-forms whicl1 lie does know as the materials for constructing the brid::es. 

It is hi 6hly unlikely that a proposition i;: English c:muo C be converted, by suit

able transfb-rma.tion::;, into r~ proposition using fo,miliar forms in another ln.ng:.·ai;e. 

(c) How are 11rp1ments constructed? This third question asl,s how propositions 

are organized ii1to coherent ar;;1J.ment,-,. The answer to this c1ue,;tion de-:iend,,, UJ;on 
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ti1e o~Jiniibns of me,nbers of the society as to what coasti tut.es coherent ar,.;wnents. 

It is a conu.,on experience that arguments whic11 see·. persuasive to me;nbP.rs of one 

co:.a,runi iy see .. 1 disconnected a"ld fallacio~s to r.icmbcrs of another community. .Gvcn 

within the sai:ie ,Ju:t,, one person ri1ay fi,1cl an argu;.1ent co .pell L:1c;· which another 

1.ier,:,on reject e:,tirel::,· a~, u,;convincing. '.i.'he secunu uan tili;)·,t reject it ,,ecause 

he docs :10t unr''.er:.t;mJ. it, or because he firnls flaws in its construction-but it 

is the fact that Le rejects it that is important ir, teachin.::;. The teacher is of 

course persuaded ti,at his own arguments are correct, and wishes his student to 

learn ttle correct for,., of aq;ument. But, even where he l;,1ows that he is correct 

and the stud.ent incorrect, he must use at first the forms of a.r3umer,t whit.:h '.1is 

student uses. 

An ar,,umeut ca,1 be defined for the present as a connected, linear series of 

-propositions whic;, lead fro::1 a beginning to one or more conclusio:1s. Normally·, 

in such an argu.,;ent, a conclusiou, wlwther it oe intermediate or final in the ar-

c;wnent, depends in sor;,e way on the sfo.tements whic.l precede it. We say that the 

earlier statements impl~,· the later statement. Thus we can symbolize the argmilent 

as a series of sinGle propositions of the form 1p and q and rand •.. imply z,' 

where p, q, r, •.. , and z are all propositions. 

It i!;; normall;;· di::t'ficul t to st.i.te the reaso1·, for t:1e implication ir. a propo-

si tion. The :point at whic1t one person may draw a conclusion may be the saL1e p ,int 

·.,·her,; another person requires a further argument. The :first step, tirnre.:'ore, to

ward analr:ing the wa· s in which a particular society constructs argument~, is to 

take a series of ar.:wnents, and isolate tl1e points of im 1lication. The proposi-

tions which precede the implication and that which follows it r,mst be isol&.ted and 

considere~ in relation to each other. If many such arguments are analyzed, cer-
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taia salient features will appear, which will suggest generalizations valid for 

the particular culture. These features may include the appeal to tradition, the 

apncal to experience, or the appeal to authority, as well as the ar1peal to :Jurely 

formal implication. 

On the basis of such a typology of ar 6w-aents, generalizations can be ,.i::i.cte 

concerning the usefulness of certain types of argument in bridging the cultural 

gap. In every case, it sl1ouJd be made cle ;.r both to tne student anl1 to tiie te:tciler 

what type of argument is :Jeing usec";_, and wl,at type of implic ,.tion is accentable. 

hopefully, the pupil can be taught to use argwnents which are productive of re

sults. But, before this can ha_YJen, he must at least len.rn to recoc11ize the types 

of argument r;io~t common in his own culture, ]mow their limitations, and maJ;:e use 

of them when they are needed. 

(2) Anthropolo 6ical 

This section of the proble:;, consists primarily in the application of what was 

stated in the preceding section. .As we indico.ted in Chapter 1, anthropolory helps 

us to understand the meaning of the terms we discover through linguistic analysis. 

Without t11e aid of anthropology, linguistics can. analyze nothing but sound, to show 

its formal orga,tization. The discussion of fields of attention is essentially 

anthropological, since it focusses on that to which the language refers. The 

statement of' cul turall.: me--:ninrrful content::;, presentatiom;, aspects, ll!easures and 

values of fields of attention, is in aver~, real sense, a statement of the culture 

itself. 

But tlierc are que:::tions which we muc-t ask, once the linguistic grounJ.wor:~ 

is laid in the fashion indicated in the previous section. Every field of atten

tion h .. s its potentially m,,thematical forms of description, but some fields of at-

I 


